TS6511 HD
Digital terrestrial Set-Top Box - High Definition

Product codes
HD PVR Digital terrestrial receiver TS6511HD: 21005160
TELE System, market leader in the distribution of satellite and terrestrial reception systems, is glad to
introduce the new Digital Terrestrial Receiver TS6511 HD, designed for High Definition signals.
During the first switch on the decoder shows an easy quick install menu that makes it easy for every
user to install the device. It is always possible to change later the settings by using the highly
customizable menu of the receiver.
TS6551 LCN feature (Logical Channel Number): the channels list is sorted as per broadcasters
information. By AUTOSCAN function the decoder in operative and/or stand-by updates automatically
the radio and TV lists.The TS6511 HD has the automatic programs guide (EPG).
By inserting an external memory into the USB port of the front panel, the REC&PLAY function allows
to record or play the favourite programs and movies by using the EPG integrated timer or by pressing
the REC button on the remote control.
The TS6511 HD is in compliance with recent european low consumption directives. The SLEEP
feature allows a scheduled timer to switch off the TS6511HD for energy saving. The additional AUTO
POWER DOWN function switches off the set-top box in stand-by after a given period of inactivity.
The AFD automatically sets the right video aspect ratio based on information sent by broadcasters.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Reception of free digital terrestrial TV /Radio Channels in High Definition
Video format
HD MPEG-2/MPEG-4 (H.264) and SD MPEG-2
Memory depth
1000 Channels
Menu
OSD Multilanguage
Teletext and Subtitles
Yes
LCN: Logical Channel Number
Yes

EPG - Electronic Program Guide
Yes
AUTOSCAN: Automatic search for new channels
Yes
Display
4 digits display
HDMI output
V1.2
USB
To record and play
Scart output
Double
PVR Function
Yes
SPDIF coaxial digital audio output
Yes
Favourite channel list
Yes
Event timer
Yes
Factory reset function
Yes
Installation
Quick and user-friendly
Remote control
Included
Sleep Timer
Yes
Auto power down
Yes
Timeshift
Manual
AFD
Yes
Dimensions mm
220x160x38

